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Abstract
Spectral analysis of surface wave (SASW) systems are an increasingly popular
tool for the estimation of shear wave velocity profiles of geotechnical sites as a
reasonable alternative to expensive and difficult downhole and crosshole tests.
However, there are relatively few commercial systems using this new approach. The
prime-objective of this study is to understand the application of a commercial SASW
system manufactured by Olson Instruments, Inc. and to compare the results obtained
with it to a Multi-Channel Analysis of Surface Wave system developed at the
University of Rhode Island. For the field testing program, different sized
sledgehammers and weights were used to impact the soil while measuring the passing
Rayleigh surface waves with pairs of 4.5 Hz and 2 Hz geophones that were connected
to a dynamic signal analyzer for different spacings. This data was processed in the
programs WinTFS and WinSASW to develop site-specific dispersion curves, which
were then inverted to estimate shear wave velocity profiles. After preliminary testing,
the system was used to conduct tests at different sites where investigations of shear
wave velocity with different systems have already been performed. Additionally, tests
were performed at two different beach sites to collect data that might be useful to
explore the relationship between soil stiffness and coastal erosion. The results showed
some agreement from inversions using a different system and software package.
Nevertheless, there is still a need for further investigation to examine the reliability of
the measurements and analysis methods.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Overview
Spectral Analysis of Surface Waves (SASW) is a non-invasive site
investigation technique in which a vertical profile of shear wave velocity is obtained
from collection and analysis of surface wave data from an array of geophones placed
on the ground. The soil is impacted by a source like a hammer or by the dropping of a
weight to create non-destructive seismic waves that propagate along the surface of the
soil. The ground motion caused by these waves is measured by two or more
geophones which are placed in a linear array at certain known distances from the
source and recorded by a dynamic signal analyzer (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Test setup with geophones (red) connected to a dynamic signal analyzer
(inside box) and the location for the source impact which is underlain by a rubber and
a steel plate.
1

The measured ground motions are transferred to the frequency domain with
different phases and amplitudes, determining the surface wave characteristics and the
time at which they passed the receivers. As surface waves with longer wavelengths
sense deeper, an early measured arrival of these waves suggests a higher stiffness at
the deeper layers. This is due to the fact that the velocities of the waves are dependent
on the stiffness of the soil and therefore influence the speed of propagation.
A plot of phase difference between the frequencies of the different receivers is
generated on the dynamic signal analyzer that helps in combination with a coherence
function to evaluate the quality of the data. The coherence function shows the signal to
noise ratio of the record to determine if the measurement was good or should be
repeated. If the data is acceptable, the distance between the receivers and the source is
changed and the test repeated. Smaller spacings give a better measurement of smaller
wavelengths, whereas larger spacings are used to measure larger wavelengths that also
determine the maximum investigation depth of the test site.
During post-processing, the measured data for the different spacings are
reviewed in the aforementioned plot of phase difference vs. frequency. To remove
unreasonable parts of the plot due to noise or bad measurements, certain frequencies
can be masked, or removed, so that they are not used for the subsequent calculation of
the

dispersion

curve.

With

the

different

spacings,

different

ranges

of

frequencies/wavelengths are measured. These are combined in one composite
dispersion curve that represents a unique “fingerprint” of the geotechnical site in either
frequency vs. phase velocity or wavelength vs. phase velocity.
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To obtain the shear wave velocity profile vs. depth, an inversion process is
used that calculates a dispersion curve with the use of different soil properties such as
Poisson’s ratio and unit weight of the soil layers. This computed theoretical dispersion
curve is compared to the composite experimental dispersion curve from the field
measurements. Solid parameters are iteratively changed until a valid match between
the two dispersion curves is obtained.
Shear wave velocity provides important information about a soil’s stiffness and
is commonly used in engineering practice to evaluate site response during
earthquakes. There are several commercial SASW systems available for use on land;
however, there are only a few systems worldwide that have been developed for use
underwater. One such system was developed in the Ocean Engineering Department at
the University of Rhode Island (URI) and is shown in Figure 2 (Giard et al. 2013;
Potty 2014).

Figure 2. URI SASW system with geophones (yellow) and several hydrophone receive
units (SHRUs) on a sled (Giard 2013).
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1.2 Justification for and Significance of the Study
The most widely accepted method for characterizing the shear wave velocity
(Vs) profile of a site is through downhole or crosshole methods (Kramer 1996). These
methods involve either multiple boreholes or the use of seismic cone penetrometers,
which can be time-consuming and costly. In contrast, Spectral Analysis of Surface
Waves (SASW) and Multichannel Analysis of Surface Waves (MASW) techniques
are relatively easy and inexpensive to implement as they only require geophones and
an impact source (typically ranging in size from a sledge hammer to a bulldozer) to
generate and measure surface waves. However, interpretation of the results can be
challenging and requires considerable experience to create accurate shear wave
velocity profiles.
Recently, a commercial SASW system was lent to the geotechnical
engineering group at URI by Dr. James Kaklamanos of Merrimack College. This
system complements an existing system at URI developed by Drs. James Miller and
Gopu Potty, and provides a unique opportunity to learn about and compare the results
from the two systems. In addition to this opportunity, there is considerable interest and
research at URI in the area of coastal resiliency, including understanding the potential
for erosion along the southern shore of Rhode Island. It is not known whether nondestructive surface wave techniques like SASW can play a role in characterizing
coastal sediment processes, and this work will provide the initial steps in addressing
this issue.
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1.3 Objectives
The primary objectives of this thesis are to learn how to perform SASW testing
using a commercial system and to compare the performance of this system to a
geophone-hydrophone system that was developed by the Department of Ocean
Engineering at several terrestrial sites around Rhode Island. The URI system is called
the Amphibious Seismo-Acoustic Recording System (ASARS). For the chosen sites
either SASW test data or direct measurements of shear wave velocity from seismic
cone penetration tests are available. A second objective is to begin collecting shear
wave velocity data using SASW at two coastal beach sites in Rhode Island where
coastal erosion data has been collected for decades. The hope is that stiffness data
obtained at these sites may provide insight into erosion at these sites.
1.4 Organization of the Thesis
A literature review including the theory of seismic waves and the Spectral
Analysis of Surface Waves technique is presented in Chapter 2. This is followed by a
detailed explanation of how to use the commercial system manufactured by Olson
Instruments, Inc. Chapter 3 describes the testing procedures used in the field as well
as an explanation of how the software was used for the post-processing of the
collected data. Chapter 4 presents details about the SASW tests conducted at the
different sites, including the exact location and condition of the test sites and details of
the testing procedures and the results. For the latter it will be explained which data
was chosen for post processing before the dispersion curves and shear wave velocity
profiles are presented. In Chapter 5 the results are analyzed and compared to earlier

5

tests conducted with other systems to collect shear wave velocity profiles or dispersion
curves. Chapter 6 presents a summary of the results and suggestions for future studies.
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2 Literature Review/Background
This chapter presents a review of the literature related to the measurement and
interpretation of shear wave velocity profiles in soils using surface wave techniques.
An overview of seismic waves in elastic media is presented first followed by a
description of the SASW technique. Finally, challenges with using SASW techniques
are discussed.
2.1 Seismic Waves
Soils and rocks have complex mechanical behavior that depends on a variety
of factors. However, in many practical cases soil and rock are modeled as linear elastic
materials. This is often the case for the propagation of seismic waves through a
volume of soil or rock. A seismic wave is generated when there is a disturbance or
rupture in an elastic material and the energy radiates away from the disturbance. (Foti
et al. 2015). When strains become large enough, the linear elastic assumption may not
be valid.
2.1.1 Body Waves
Seismic waves that propagate within a homogenous, unbounded linear elastic
medium are called body waves. There are two different kind of body waves: primary
or compressional waves (P-waves) and secondary or shear waves (S-waves). P-waves
propagate in the same direction as the particle motion, whereas S-waves travel with a
perpendicular particle motion to the actual direction of wave propagation, as can be
seen in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Illustration of the direction of particle motion in P-Waves (left) and S-Waves
(right) (Pei 2007).

P-waves travel with a higher velocity than S-waves for a couple of reasons.
Soils and rock are relatively incompressible in compression and there is very little
energy lost with the propagation of P-waves, and thus the velocity of propagation is
relatively high. In addition, P-waves travel mostly through the pore water (because of
the relative incompressibility of water) and saturated soils typically have velocities
comparable to the compression wave velocity of water (~1,500 m/s). The propagation
of shear waves is slower than that of compression waves because the particle motion
and direction of propagation are orthogonal. Because water cannot support shear, Swaves travel through particle contacts in the soil. As a result, the shear wave velocity
is heavily dependent on conditions at the particle contents and the effective stress
conditions.
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2.1.2 Rayleigh Surface Waves
Surface waves propagate not only within an elastic medium but also along a
free surface or interface like soil and air or soil and water. There are two different
kinds of surface waves between air and a solid: Rayleigh waves are surface waves that
travel with vertical particle motion while Love waves are surface waves that propagate
with horizontal particle motion as shown in the following figure.

Figure 4. Illustration of particle motions produced by (a) Rayleigh waves; and (b)
Love waves. (Kramer 1996)
Rayleigh waves result from the interference of P-waves and S-waves along the
surface of an elastic boundary (Xia 2014). In contrast to these body waves whose
energy spreads as a spherical wavefront, the radiation pattern of Rayleigh waves is
mainly two-dimensional (cylindrical) as can be seen in Figure 5. This results in much
lower geometric attenuation than occurs with body waves. The result of this difference
in attenuation is that, at a distance of about one to two wavelengths from a source,
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body waves are negligible and the wavefield is dominated by surface waves (Foti et al.
2015).

Figure 5. 2D radiation pattern of Rayleigh surface waves generated by a vertical point
source (Foti et al. 2015).

The amplitude of a Rayleigh wave decreases rapidly with depth and most of
the energy only propagates a depth of one wavelength into the soil (Foti et al. 2015).
This means that a high-frequency wave (i.e. short wavelength) only induces particle
motion at the near surface and the velocity is influenced mainly by the stiffness in this
layer. On the other hand a low-frequency wave (long wavelength) also travels within
deeper layers of the soil and therefore the velocity is affected additionally by soil
stiffness at various depths (Figure 6). This phenomenon is called dispersion, meaning
that the propagation velocities of surface waves are frequency dependent.
10

Figure 6. Illustration of dispersion of Rayleigh waves. The depth of particle motion is
directly related to the frequency of the surface wave and in turn the velocity is a
function of the stiffness of the underlying layers (Foti et al. 2015).

2.2 Spectral Analysis of Surface Waves (SASW)
The term SASW embraces different techniques that are used for generating and
measuring surface waves and then analyzing this information to estimate the variation
of shear wave velocity with depth. As Rayleigh surface waves are easier to generate
and detect than Love surface waves, they are used preferably for SASW testing. In
SASW techniques, the ground is impacted by a source and at least two receivers
measure the passing surface waves (Figure 7). The receivers must be moved several
times for a geotechnical site investigation to collect data for different source-receiver
spacings so that different wavelengths can be selected to determine a shear wave
velocity profile.
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Figure 7. An impact source generates surface waves that are measured by two
geophones at certain distances (SASW; Greene 2011).

2.2.1 Producing and Measuring Rayleigh Surface Waves
Rayleigh waves are generated during SASW testing by impacting the soil, and
they are detected by at least two receivers placed at specific distances away from the
source that pick up the motions of the surface waves. A wide variety of impact sources
can be used to generate surface waves, including sledge hammers, large weights,
bulldozers, and vibroseis. Different sources produce different frequency/wavelength
spectra to excite different depths of the soil. For example, a heavy sledge hammer or
dropped weights induce a lower frequency spectrum and therefore longer wavelengths
12

that propagate deeper in the soil than a light sledge hammer that would only induce
higher frequency waves.
The propagating Rayleigh waves are then measured by receivers that are
usually vertically orientated accelerometers or geophones. The receivers are connected
to a dynamic signal analyzer to record the data as shown in Figure 8. At least two
receivers are needed for a reading and are set up in a linear array at certain spacings.
In SASW testing, the spacings are changed during the test procedure, as it is easier to
measure longer wavelength Rayleigh waves with larger spacings. Conversely, shorter
wavelength waves are measured more reliably with smaller spacings.

Dynamic
Signal
Analyzer

Figure 8. Basic setup for SASW testing.
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2.2.2 Dispersion Curve
Impacting the soil generates a spectrum of Rayleigh surface waves with
different frequencies (Stokoe et al. 1994). The receivers (typically geophones) monitor
the passing waves and then the signals are digitized and recorded by a dynamic signal
analyzer. This time signal can be decomposed into a sum of cyclic functions, with
each of function having a different frequency, amplitude, and phase also referred to as
its spectrum. This process of decomposition is called spectral analysis (Foti et al.
2015) and is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. (a) A generic non-periodic signal can be decomposed in (b) the sum of
simple cyclic functions. The amplitude and phase of the elementary cyclic signal are
the frequency-domain representation of the signal, or its spectrum, consisting of the
(c) amplitude and (d) phase (Foti et al. 2015).

For both receivers each time signal is transformed to the frequency domain
using a Fast Fourier Transform to determine each frequency with its amplitude and
phase angle. The phase difference 𝜙(𝑓) of each frequency 𝑓 between the receivers is
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then calculated. With this the travel time 𝑡(𝑓) of each frequency between the two
receivers can be computed by

𝑡(𝑓) =

𝜙(𝑓)
2𝜋𝑓

.

(1)

The distance between the receivers is known (Δ𝑑 = 𝑑2 − 𝑑1), so the Rayleigh wave
phase velocity 𝑉𝑅 arises from
Δ𝑑

𝑉𝑅 = 𝑡(𝑓).

(2)

Finally, the wavelength can be calculated by

𝜆𝑅 =

𝑉𝑅
𝑓

.

(3)

These calculations are performed for each frequency of the time signals
recorded by all receivers and the results are plotted as velocity vs. frequency or
velocity vs. wavelength; this plot is called a dispersion curve and two examples are
shown in the following two figures.

Figure 10. Example of a dispersion curve plotted as phase velocity vs. wavelength.
Phase velocity is in m/s and wavelength is in m.
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Figure 11. Example of a dispersion curve plotted as phase velocity vs. frequency.
Phase velocity is in m/s and frequency is in Hz.

The ratio of the Rayleigh wave phase velocity (VR ) to shear wave velocity (Vs)
ranges from 0.874 to 0.955 depending on the value of Poisson’s ratio (0 to 0.5). A
value of 0.92 is commonly used to convert the Rayleigh wave velocity to shear wave
velocity (Stokoe et al. 1994).
2.2.3 Forward Modelling
The next step for the SASW is a forward modelling process, in which a
theoretical dispersion curve is calculated from an assumed soil profile. The dynamic
stiffness matrix method (Kausel and Roesset 1981; Kausel and Peek 1982) is typically
utilized. This model solves for the response of a soil profile due to a vertical load and
includes a half space solution and a layered system solution (Stokoe et al. 1994).
The half space solution is used for a homogenous soil profile with no change in
stiffness with depth and it relates the displacements at the top of the profile to the
forces at the top of the profile with the dynamic stiffness matrix. For this case the
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Rayleigh wave velocity is only dependent on the shear and compressional wave
velocity of the estimated profile.
The layered system solution is used for the case where the stiffness properties
vary with depth and Rayleigh waves are affected by these layers depending on their
wavelengths. For this problem the stiffness matrix relates the loads and displacements
at the top and bottom of each layer, with an assumed half space below the deepest
layer. The model solves, for a reasonable range of wavelengths, the Rayleigh wave
velocities with an initially assumed soil profile including again shear and
compressional wave velocities. Details and equations for this procedure can be found
in Kausel and Roesset (1981) or Stokoe et al. (1994).
The calculated phase velocities as a function of wavelengths form the so-called
theoretical dispersion curve which is compared to the experimental dispersion curve.
The shear wave velocity which has the greatest impact on the Rayleigh phase velocity
and the compressional wave velocity are changed iteratively to obtain a better match
of the theoretical dispersion curve to the experimental dispersion curve. When finally
an accurate match is made, the assumed shear wave velocities for the layers are used
to plot a shear wave velocity profile vs. depth. This iterative procedure is called
inversion (Stokoe 1994; Joh 1996). The entire SASW process is summarized in Figure
12.
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Figure 12. Schematic representation of SASW measurement process: (a)
Linear array is placed in field; (b) Time records are collected at various
spacings; (c) Phase difference and signal coherence are calculated in frequency
domain; (d) Experimental dispersion curve (“signature” of site) is generated
from measurements at four to six spacings x; (e) Inverse theory is applied to
develop (f) Shear wave velocity profile (Luke and Stokoe, 1998).
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2.2.4 Multi-Channel Analysis of Surface Waves (MASW)
Besides the normal SASW method where two receivers are used during the
acquisition phase, another method called Multi-channel Analysis of Surface Waves
(MASW) exists. As the name implies, this approach uses more receivers, typically 648. Hence, the MASW approach is much quicker to collect data of a site as the
receivers are set up once and do not necessarily have to be moved. This is due to the
fact that with the geophones that are typically all set up with the same spacing already
cover the whole range of different distances to collect the desirable wavelengths
(Giard 2013). A typical setup of a MASW system is presented in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Basic setup for a MASW system (McCaskill 2014).

Another advantage in comparison to the SASW method with only two
receivers is the effective identification and isolation of noise during testing according
to trace-to-trace coherence (Park et al. 1997). Therefore the MASW approach is an
easier method than SASW, but it is still possible to test and get the same results with a
system that only uses two receivers.
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2.3 Challenges Associated with SASW testing
SASW testing is a complex process at every stage, from producing and
measuring surface waves to the final inversion to determine a shear wave velocity
profile with depth. Different problems and challenges can occur throughout this
process.
For the determination of the dispersion curve, it can occur that the system
measures different modes of Rayleigh waves. This usually happens if the variation of
stiffness over depth is very high as parts of the Rayleigh waves are reflected at the
interface of two different layers producing additional groups of phase velocities.
Instead of only the fundamental mode, higher modes can also be generated and be
measured. This can cause difficulties in determining a dispersion curve, as it is
sometimes not clear which curve is the fundamental mode (Foti et al. 2015).
Another problem that can appear is the near field effect which can be caused
by body wave interference with the cylindrical wavefront of the Rayleigh wave. As
described earlier, body waves attenuate faster than surface waves, but within the range
of one or two wavelengths from the source they can still influence the measurements.
This is also the case for the shape of the wavefront. Close to the source, the wavefront
of the Rayleigh wave is cylindrical, however at greater distances the wavefront
becomes planar. These near field effects are accounted for by using appropriate
distances between the source and the first receiver as well as using forward modelling
models that can calculate the complex wavefield close to the source (Foti et al. 2015).
Another aspect that should be taken into consideration is that the model to
calculate the dispersion curve during the inversion process assumes a lateral
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homogenous medium whereas in reality this is not always the case (Foti et al. 2015).
Additionally, a three-dimensional heterogeneity may also have an impact on the
system as boulders or fundaments can reflect seismic waves even if they are not
directly in between the source and the receivers.
The last problem with SASW testing is that the vertical resolution of shear
wave velocity decreases with depth. A thin layer with a different stiffness can be
easily distinguished if it is found in the top layers but not easily identified if it is
located at a greater depth. A “rule of thumb” is that the SASW systems can only
resolve layers adequately as long as they are thicker than 20% of the depth (Stokoe
1994).
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3. Details of Olson Instruments, Inc. SASW System
Olson Instruments, Inc. developed a commercial SASW system for site
investigations. The most important components of the system include the following:
1.) the NDE 360 platform which is used for data acquisition, analysis and display of
SASW data; and 2.) a pair of 4.5 Hz geophones (Geospace Technologies, SNG
11D/PC-21OPEN-100’) and a pair of 2 Hz geophones (Geospace Technologies, HS1
2.0-225 VERT) with appropriate cable lengths. The different types of geophones are
shown in Figure 14. The system also includes two software packages, WinTFS 2.5.2
and WinSASW 3.2.6 for post-processing of the acquired data of the tests. This chapter
describes details of the hardware set up and post-processing software, as well as the
steps involved in generating a dispersion curve and then the inversion process to
obtain a shear wave velocity profile.

(a.)
(b.)
Figure 14. Geophones used for the testing of this study: (a.) 4.5 Hz Geophones,
(b.) 2 Hz Geophones.
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3.1 Hardware/Set Up
The two geophones and the source are set up in a linear array with a certain
spacing, d, between the two geophones and between the first geophone and the source
(Figure 15). Different spacings should be used to collect surface wave data over a
range of wavelengths (8 or more spacings). This is due to the fact that longer
wavelengths are easier to measure with bigger spacings (Lin et al., 2014). The first
geophone (or Geophone 1) is meant to be the closer one to the source. Signals from
the geophones are acquired using the Olson Instruments, Inc. NDE 360 platform,
which is described in the next section. Geophone 1 is connected to Channel 1 (and set
as the Trigger Channel) and the other geophone is connected to Channel 4 of the NDE
360 platform. Channel 2 and 3 do not work for this version of the Olson Instruments,
Inc. system.

Figure 15. SASW test setup with NDE 360 acquisition system.
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3.2 NDE 360 Non-Destructive Testing Platform
The NDE 360 platform must be configured properly before performing a
SASW test. There are two testing modes: SASW-S (“structures”) and SASW-G
(“geotechnical”). Unfortunately, at this time the SASW-G setting is not functional in
the NDE 360 platform (Olson Instruments, Inc., personal communication), and
therefore the SASW-S mode must be chosen. Settings within the SASW-S mode can
be changed so that testing of soil profiles is possible, as will be explained later. The
gain amplifies the measured signals from the geophones. It is set for the two channels
according to the particle source, spacing of the receivers, and strength of the received
signals. The options the gain can be set to are 1, 10, 100 and 1000 which represents
the factor the original signal is multiplied by.

Figure 16. Photograph of the front screen of the NDE 360 platform showing the Mode
and gain settings.
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Table 1. List of relevant parameters that need to be set in the NDE 360 platform.
Parameter
Testing Mode

Settings
SASW-S, SASW-G

Gain

10 to 1000

Time/Point; Sampling Rate

200 s or 500 s

Spacing
Trigger Channel
Number of Records

Notes
SASW-S (structures) is the
only available setting.
100 and 1000 used most
times
500 s used for larger
spacings
Not used by the software
Channel for geophone that
is closer to the source

4 to 6

The Time/Point or Sampling Rate describes the length of the time between
data points and is adjusted based on the velocity and frequency content of the surface
waves. As the velocity in soil is lower than in structures the value should be increased
so that a frequency span with a lower maximum frequency is obtained. For testing up
to geophone spacings of 15 meters, a value of 200 s is reasonable. For greater
spacing distances, the Time/Point or Sampling should be set to the maximum of 500
s. The spacing does not need to be changed because the function is not used by the
program. The Trigger Channel (TRIG) should be the channel where Geophone 1 is
connected to (normally set to Channel 1). The other parameters do not need to be
changed.
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Figure 17: NDE 360 platform parameter settings.

After all settings are adjusted, the NDE 360 platform is ready to collect data.
The system waits until an impact of the soil is strong enough to trigger the data
acquisition. The NDE 360 platform then records the signal and displays a plot of
signal amplitude vs. time of the first channel and the phase difference between the data
from the two geophones. Based on visual inspection of these plots, the record can be
accepted or rejected before the system is ready for the next impact of the soil.
The visual inspection is based on two aspects. The primary aspect is a clear
saw tooth pattern of the phase plot which implies good quality data. The second factor
that can be taken into consideration is the shown scales of the two geophones, which
give an idea of how strong the recorded signal is. If the scale is too high (around 90%)
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the signal might be clipped. In this case the strength of the source impact or the gain
should be decreased to reduce the amplitude. If the value is too low (under 35%), the
system might record too much background noise which lowers the data quality.
Experience has shown that a scale for the first geophone of about 75% often provides
the clearest saw tooth pattern in the phase difference plot for a certain spacing if the
source impact is well and no background noise disturbs the measurement. This data
should then be accepted.
This process is repeated until a set number of records is accepted. It is
desirable that the accepted data for one spacing look similar to each other on the two
plots as these are averaged. At this point the coherence function of the averaged
collected records is displayed, which shows how the measured particle motions
between the two receivers are correlated. A value close to unity means the records are
not affected by noise and is desirable (Foti et al. 2015). If that is the case for the
desired frequency range, the data is then saved. Otherwise, the test can be repeated
with either a different source or by moving the location of the source slightly.
3.3 Post Processing
After data has been acquired in the field, post-processing of the data is
performed using two software programs provided by Olson Instruments, Inc. The first
program is WinTFS, which is used to window and review the records and to accept or
reject them again. It is also possible but not mandatory to generate a dispersion curve
for each spacing. The data is then imported to the second program WinSASW to
create an experimental dispersion curve from all the data collected and to perform the
inversion to estimate the variation of shear wave velocity vs. depth.
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3.3.1 WinTFS
In WinTFS (version 2.5.2), each saved data file can be reviewed. Records that
are accepted are averaged and saved as one file for the particular spacing. It is also
possible to window the data. “Windowing” means that the portions of the time series
that do not have relevant information about the surface wave are filtered out. For
SASW-G testing, Olson Instruments, Inc. recommends to use no windowing or an
exponential cut with a decay factor of 200-500 from the point with the largest negative
amplitude. The decay factor is the exponent on the ex-factor which is applied to the
signal. Thus, the higher the factor the faster the cutoff (Olson Instruments, personal
communication). As the surface waves have the biggest amplitude and are at the front
of the measured waveform, the data in the latter portion of the record are gradually
eliminated (Olson Instruments Inc. 2013).
Figure 18 shows the output of two geophone records for a given spacing in
WinTFS. The upper two records show the signals from each geophone in the time
domain. The middle graph shows the coherence of the averaged, accepted records and
the lower graph shows the phase difference of the averaged data. If the coherence of
two records is low, the records should be rejected.
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Figure 18. Overview of WinTFS. The upper two records show the signals from each
geophone in the time domain. The middle graph shows the coherence of the averaged,
accepted records and the lower graph shows the phase difference of the averaged data.

3.3.2 WinSASW
The procedure for the analysis of the records in WinSASW 3.2.6 can be
divided into three steps. At first the data for each spacing is masked so that only
“clean” areas are used for the calculation of the experimental dispersion curve.
Second, these curves of the different spacings are then combined and a composite
experimental dispersion curve is created. The third step is the inversion, in which a
theoretical dispersion curve is generated that iteratively tries to match the experimental
dispersion curve best so a reasonable shear wave velocity profile for the site can be
determined. These three steps will be described in detail in the following sections.
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3.3.2.1 Masking
Masking is a process in WinSASW in which windows of data are selected or
eliminated based on the frequency range of interest (based on the geophone spacing),
and the frequency-phase angle relationship between the two geophones (e.g. upper
plot in Figure 19). Before masking can be initiated, the data files from the averaged
records of WinTFS are loaded into the program. The data file for a certain spacing is
selected and is named in the program (for example “1 m” for the data of the spacing 1
m). Then the spacing of the source to the first geophone and the second geophone is
inserted before the file is finally loaded into the program. This step is repeated for all
the different spacing datasets of the site including data from the different Geophones
(4.5 Hz and 2 Hz). The masking process is performed in a window as shown in Figure
19, where the upper figure is a plot of frequency vs. phase difference (frequency
response) and the lower figure is a plot of the Gabor Spectrum (shown) or amplitude.
The Gabor Spectrum (shown) or the frequency response amplitude show the
frequencies where most of the energy of the surface wave is concentrated. In the
Gabor Spectrum the additional information of time is included so that higher
amplitudes (yellow to red areas) and their arrival in time is shown. This suggests for
the example in Figure 19 that two wave groups with a low frequency of about 50 Hz
arrived at different times.
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Figure 19. Example of masking procedure in WinSASW. The unshaded area on the
left side in the upper figure is the only portion of the signal to be saved for calculation
of the dispersion curve (i.e. that part of the signal is “unmasked”).

From both plots, the signal in a reasonable frequency range is chosen for use in
determining the dispersion curve; the rest of the signal is “masked.” Therefore, the
following frequency ranges should be masked and not be used to construct the phase
velocity dispersion curve:


where the phase angle-frequency relationship does not follow a descending
sawtooth pattern (i.e. not “clean”), such as messy phase angles from
random noise, undulating phase angles and backward saw tooth shaped
phase angles which indicate reflections (Joh, 1996);



where the energy distribution indicated by the Gabor Spectrum is low (Foti
et al, 2015);
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𝜆 ≥ 2 ∗ 𝑑, where  is the wavelength and d is the geophone spacing; and



𝜆 ≤ 4 ∗ 𝑅𝑑 , where 𝑅𝑑 is the radius of the geophone. (4.5 Hz geophone:
𝑅𝑑 =3.5 cm; 2 Hz geophone: 𝑅𝑑 =5 cm)

In addition to masking the signal, the proper number of phase angle jumps
(also called cycle) has to be identified to unwrap the phase spectrum for the
calculation of the dispersion curve (Foti et al. 2015). It is common to wrap the
frequency-phase angle data by jumping from –π to π, which appears as a saw tooth
shape. An example of wrapped and unwrapped data can be seen in Figure 20.

Figure 20. Example of phase unwrapping for a cross power spectrum. At about 140
Hz, the anomaly represents a typical example of failure of the unwrapping procedure
in identifying phase jumps (Foti et al., 2015).
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The process of masking and identification of the proper number of jumps to the
start of the unmasked data is the most difficult part of the post-processing as it is
sometimes difficult to identify the jumps. Considerable judgement is necessary which
can be a source of mistakes as the setting of the proper jump number has a significant
impact on the calculation of the dispersion curve. The entire masking process is
repeated for each receiver spacing before the theoretical dispersion curve can be
determined.
3.3.2.2 Generation of the Dispersion Curve
The experimental dispersion curve from each geophone spacing is calculated
with the unwrapped cross power spectrum (f and 𝜙) and the receiver spacing d by the
following equation:
𝑑

𝑉𝑅 = 𝑓 ∗ 𝜆 = 𝑓 ∗ 𝜙/360°

(4)

Within WinSASW, all the computed dispersion curves for the different
spacings (different colors) are shown in one plot, as shown in Figure 21. Dispersion
curves from different spacings can be deleted if they do not match globally with the
rest of the data. Considerable judgement and iteration is required to generate a
reasonable dispersion curve.
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Figure 21. Example of a composite experimental dispersion curve of a test. Phase
velocity is in m/s and wavelength is in m.

Once a composite dispersion curve has been generated, the representative
dispersion curve can be determined. For this process the program WinSASW uses an
averaging algorithm from Joh (1996) where it is possible to choose how many points
this curve should have and where the focus of the distribution of these points should
be located. This is a helpful feature as there might be areas where the experimental
dispersion curve has more points or is better matched by the preceding dispersion
curves of different spacings. After this is determined a global representative dispersion
curve and an array representative dispersion curve are created, which can both be used
for the inversion analysis as will be explained later. The global representative
dispersion curve is one curve that averages the composite dispersion curve and so
follows its trend, whereas the array representative dispersion curve creates an average
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curve for each individual experimental dispersion curve from certain receiver
spacings/data files that were included in the composite dispersion curve. The array
representative dispersion curve consists therefore of more points than the global
representative dispersion curve. Figure 22 shows an example of a global representative
dispersion curve (in blue) generated in WinSASW to match a composite experimental
dispersion curve and Figure 23 shows an array representative dispersion curve
(different colors for different included receiver spacings/data files) to match the
individual experimental dispersion curves.

Figure 22. Example of a global representative dispersion curve (in blue) generated in
WinSASW to match a composite experimental dispersion curve (in gray). Phase
velocity is in m/s and wavelength is in m.
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Figure 23. Example of an array representative dispersion curve (different colors)
generated in WinSASW to match individual experimental dispersion curves (gray).
Phase velocity is in m/s and wavelength is in m.

3.3.2.3 Inversion Analysis
WinSASW uses the maximum likelihood method (Joh 1996) for the inversion
to determine the best match of the theoretical dispersion curve to the experimental one
and therefore the shear wave velocity profile. The model which describes the
theoretical response of the soil to a source is the dynamic stiffness matrix method,
which was described in Chapter 2. At first the subsurface layering has to be assumed
for the investigated depth of the geotechnical site. Soil layers (at least 10 suggested by
the program) should be estimated with layer thickness (thinner on the top and thicker
on the bottom), P-Wave Velocity (all set to 0), S-Wave Velocity (all set to 150 m/s as
start values), Density (all set to 1900 kg/m3), Poisson’s Ratio (set to 0.3333) and a
Damping Factor (all set to 0.02). The last layer is assumed to be thicker than the
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maximum wavelength as this represents a half space for the dynamic stiffness matrix
as explained in section 2.2.3. Figure 24 shows an input table showing these initial
values for a 10-layer system.

Figure 24. Example of a soil profile with 10 layers in WinSASW.

For the analysis type two different options can be chosen. The first option is a
2D analysis that assumes that the waves are planar. The second option assumes the
wavefront of the surface wave is cylindrical and also considers a hemispherical
wavefront of the body waves. It therefore considers the modes of all stress waves and
represents the superposition of them. This approach is considered to be 3-dimensional
and is recommended by Joh (1996) to be the best solution to represent the SASW
measurements. Hence, it is used in this study.
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Another option deals with the dispersion curve. It can be selected whether the
analysis is based on the representative global average dispersion curve or the
representative array dispersion curve. Both have their advantages for different
conditions. The inversion over a global average dispersion curve suits better when
there are no significant changes in stiffness or when there is significant lateral
variability. If this does not suit for the site, the array average dispersion curve is
considered to be the preferred approach, although it needs more computation power
(Joh 1996).
The next step for the inversion is to determine the best matching starting model
parameters that are obtained from different depth-to-wavelength ratios. This is done in
two phases. In the first phase a certain layer thickness for each phase velocity point of
the representative dispersion curve is assumed by a certain ratio of the corresponding
wavelength to depth. With the dynamic stiffness matrix approach the shear wave
velocity of each layer is determined. In the second phase the amount of layers from the
temporary profile is reduced with increasing thick layers from top to bottom and a half
space at the bottom. The shear wave velocities of the combined layers from Phase 1
are determined by a weighted average. With the obtained profile a theoretical
dispersion curve is calculated with the corresponding root-mean-squared (RMS) error.
The RMS error represents the difference between the representative dispersion curve
and the theoretical dispersion curve. This whole process is repeated a determined
amount of times with different depth-to-wavelength ratios (Joh 1996).
From the obtained preliminary shear wave velocity profiles the one which
matches best to the theoretical dispersion curve is selected; this is identified by a
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measure of the least RMS error. This is the starting model parameter for the following
inversion analysis.
For the actual inversion analysis there are three model parameters that can be
varied to reduce error: the shear wave velocity profile, the thickness of the soil layers,
or both. At first only one model parameter should be varied until a reasonable profile
is generated before varying other parameters. After a set of inversions are generated,
the one with the lowest error in comparison to the theoretical dispersion curve is
picked and its soil profile is taken for the next starting model parameter. Some other
parameters can be changed manually to improve the results, such as density and
Poisson’s Ratio (especially for the deeper layers).
For the density the recommendations of Stokoe et al. (2005) are taken. It is
suggested to change the unit weight to about 2000 kg/m3 if the computed shear wave
velocity is higher than 610 m/s, and to 2100 kg/ m3 if it is higher than 914 m/s. As
long as the shear wave velocity is lower than 610 m/s it is set to the start parameter of
1900 kg/m3. Poisson’s ratio should be changed to approximately 0.5 if the soil layer is
below the water table. This depth is reached if the calculated P-wave velocity is above
1500 m/s (Lin et al. 2014). Nevertheless, these values are just recommendations and
can be changed if reasonable as the final effect on the shear wave velocity is minor
(Stokoe et al. 2005).
This whole process is repeated until the best match between the theoretical and
representative dispersion curve is obtained, which is indicated by the lowest
achievable RMS error (Department of Civil Engineering Chung-Ang University
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2002). The resulting shear wave velocity vs. depth profile that is obtained represents a
reasonable profile for the site, and an example profile is shown in Figure 25.

Figure 25. Example shear wave velocity profile vs. depth. Depth is in m and shear
wave velocity is in m/s.
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4. SASW Testing and Results
This chapter presents details about the five different sites in Rhode Island
where SASW testing was performed with the Olson Instruments, Inc. system. Testing
was performed at the Gainer Memorial Dam in Scituate, the old Farmer’s Market site
in Providence, the Middleton building site on the URI Bay Campus, Misquamicut
Beach, and Quonochontaug Beach. The locations are shown in Figure 26.

Figure 26. Locations of the different test sites. (Source: Rhode Island Base and
Elevation Maps. (n.d.). Retrieved January 7, 2016, from
http://www.netstate.com/states/geography/mapcom/ri_mapscom.htm)

The Old Farmer’ Market, Gainer Dam and the Middleton sites were chosen as
tests with the ASARS system were conducted there. Misqamicut Beach is a
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replenished beach while Quonochontaug Beach is a natural beach. Hence, these two
sites were chosen to estimate shear wave velocity profiles and find out if there are
differences due to the different nature of these two sites. The condition of each site
and details of the testing will be described before the results are presented in each
section.
4.1 Gainer Memorial Dam, Scituate, RI
The Gainer Memorial Dam was constructed to create a fresh water reservoir
for the inhabitants of Rhode Island. The dam is about 975 m long and with a
maximum height of 33 m. The estimated cross section for the location of the test,
which is the same location of a previous test with the ASARS system as well as a
boring, is shown in Figure 27.

Figure 27. Cross section of Gainer Memorial Dam (Reyes et al. 2016).

The estimated geological setting from a SPT-test as well as the ASARS test is
presented in Figure 28. As can be seen, the pervious shell at the test location consists
of sand, gravel and cobbles to a depth of about 22.5 m (~74 ft.). Below is a 7.5 m
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(~24.5 ft.) sand (outwash) layer before at a depth of 30 m (~98 ft.) granite bedrock is
present (Reyes et al. 2016).

Figure 28. Geological setting of Gainer Memorial Dam (Bradshaw and Reyes 2015).

SASW testing was conducted at the Gainer Dam in Scituate, Rhode Island on
September 22, 2015. Testing was performed on the grass-covered downstream face on
the second “bench” of the slope, northeast of the concrete stairs between two drains
spaced approximately 100 m apart (Figure 29). Testing was performed with 4.5 Hz
geophones up to a spacing of 12 m, and with 2 Hz geophones up to a spacing of 80 m.
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Figure 29. Locations of the SASW array on the Gainer Memorial Dam (red line
indicates use of 4.5 Hz geophones; blue line indicates use of 2 Hz geophones) (Google
Maps).

A 1 kg sledge hammer, 4 kg sledge hammer, and a 50 kg drop weight
suspended from a tripod were used as impact sources (Figure 30). Occasionally a steel
plate and/or rubber plate were used as a striker plate on the ground surface.
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(a.)
(b.)
(c.)
Figure 30. a.) 1 kg sledge hammer; b.) Rubber pad, steel plate and 4 kg sledge
hammer; and b.) Tripod with 50 kg dropping weight.

Spikes attached to the bottom of the 4.5 Hz geophones were used to fix them
better to the ground so they can measure the Rayleigh Waves more accurately. For the
2 Hz geophones no spikes were available so it was made sure that they were in contact
with the ground as best as possible. The geophones and the source were set up in a
linear array with different spacings between the two geophones and between the first
geophone and the source. The geophones were connected to the NDE 360 platform to
acquire the data. Geophone 1 was connected to Channel 1 (and set as the trigger
channel) and the other geophone was connected to Channel 4.
The location of the source was fixed for all the testing at a distance 8 m away
from the eastern drain. The geophones were placed in a linear array from the source
and were moved to the next greater spacing after each test. Spacings of 0.5 m, 1 m, 1.5
m, 2 m, 3 m, 4 m, 5 m and 6 m were used for the 4.5 Hz geophones. For the 2 Hz
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geophones, spacings of 5m, 7.5m, 10m, 12.5m, 15m, 20m, 25m, 30m and 40m were
used. Figure 31 illustrates the smallest and the largest spacing of testing with the 2 Hz
geophones.

Top

of

the

Dam
100 m
8m

2nd
5m
40 m

5m

40 m

1st Bench

Figure 31. Setup with different spacing for the 2 Hz Test.

For some cases different sources were used at the same spacing to make sure
the acquired data was as good as possible. The settings and parameters for each
spacing, including source and scale of the channels, the saved filename and if it was
used for the calculation of the dispersion curve can be seen in Tables 2 and 3 for
testing with 4.5 Hz geophones and with 2 Hz geophones, respectively; the number of
records was always set to 4.
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Table 2. Summary of testing details at the Gainer Dam site with the 4.5 Hz geophones.
Test Spacing Gain Time/pt Source
#
d (m)
(μs)
1
0.5
10
200
S
2
1
10
200
B
3
1
100
200
B
4
1
100
200
B
5
1.5
100
200
B
6
2
100
200
B
7
3
100
200
B
8
4
100
200
B
9
4
1000
200
B
10
5
100
200
B
11
5
1000
200
B
12
6
100
200
B
13
6
1000
200
B
14
6
100
200
DW

Plate type

Scale

Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber

~ 80%
~ 85%
~67%
~52%
~85%
~40%
~77%
~36%
~70%
~75%

NDE File Disp. Curve
NDE77
NDE78
NDE79
NDE80
NDE81
NDE82
NDE83
NDE84
NDE85
NDE86
NDE87
NDE88
NDE89
NDE90

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Note: 1. S=Small Sledgehammer
2. B=Big Sledgehammer
3. DW= Drop Weight
Table 3. Summary of testing details at the Gainer Dam site with the 2 Hz geophones.
Test Spacing
#
d (m)
1
5
2
5
3
7.5
4
10
5
12.5
6
12.5
7
12.5
8
15
9
15
10
20
11
25
12
25
13
30
14
30
15
40

Gain
100
100
100
100
100
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

Time/pt Source
(μs)
200
DW
200
DW
200
DW
200
DW
200
DW
200
DW
200
B
200
B
200
DW
200
DW
200
DW
200
DW
200
DW
200
DW
500
DW

Plate type

Scale

NDE File

Rubber
Rubber
Rubber
Rubber
Rubber
Rubber
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber
Rubber
Rubber
Rubber
Rubber
Rubber
Rubber

~70%
~80%
~67%
~ 46%
~ 33%
~79%
~65%
~70%
~78%
~70%
~70%
~70%
~74%
~70%
~72%

NDE91
NDE92
NDE93
NDE94
NDE95
NDE96
NDE97
NDE98
NDE99
NDE100
NDE101
NDE102
NDE103
NDE104
NDE105

Note: 1. S=Small Sledgehammer
2. B=Big Sledgehammer
3. DW= Drop Weight
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Disp.
Curve
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No

4.1.1 Results for Gainer Dam
The first step of the post-processing consisted of a review of the data in the
program WinTFS. To improve the data quality, windowing with the exponential cut
filter and a decay of 200 was used. During the procedure certain files were excluded if
the measurement was bad and if there was a better quality file for the same spacing.
Hence, the files NDE 78, NDE 80, NDE 91, NDE 95, NDE 96 and NDE 103 were
removed from further analysis.
In the second step, the program WinSASW was used to mask undesired
portions of the phase vs. frequency plot of the files if these did not match the
requirements that were described in section 3.3.2.1. Within this process, additional
data were completely excluded so that finally only the following NDE files were used:
NDE 77, NDE 79, NDE 81, NDE 82, NDE 83, NDE 84, NDE 85, NDE 86, NDE 87,
NDE 88, NDE 89, NDE 90, NDE 92, NDE 93, NDE 94 and NDE 101. On the basis of
these files the following composite dispersion curves were calculated.

Figure 32. Composite dispersion curve (phase velocity vs wavelength) for the Gainer
Dam site. Phase velocity is in m/s and wavelength is in m.
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Figure 33. Composite dispersion curve (phase velocity vs frequency) for the Gainer
Dam site. Phase velocity is in m/s and frequency is in Hz.

In the following step, the global and array representative dispersion curves of
the composite experimental dispersion curve were estimated to be used for the
following inversion. As can be seen in Figure 34 (solid blue circles), the maximum
wavelength that is included in the global representative dispersion curve is about 40
m, hence the maximum investigation depth of the site for this approach is 20 m (half
the maximum wavelength). However, as shown in Figure 36, the maximum
wavelength for the array representative dispersion curve (solid blue circles) is about
50 m which determines a maximum investigation depth of 25 m for this approach. The
starting soil profile was estimated as suggested in section 3.3.2.3. The inversion
process was conducted two times, once with the global representative dispersion curve
and one time with the array representative dispersion curve. The more accurate 3D
method was used in both cases.
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The suggested soil profile was adjusted if the shear wave velocity or primary
wave velocity exhibited certain values as described in section 3.3.2.3. As soon as a
reasonable match between the representative and theoretical dispersion curve and no
further improvement of the RMS error could be achieved, the inversion and
adjustment process was finished. The match of the theoretical and global
representative dispersion curves for this site is shown in Figures 34.

Figure 34. Global representative (solid blue circles) and theoretical dispersion curve
(empty red circles) for Gainer Dam. Phase velocity is in m/s and wavelength is in m.

The shear wave velocity profile based on the theoretical dispersion curve is
presented in Figure 35. In addition to the best possible inversion, five other inversions
are shown that had a higher RMS error to evaluate the variety. Typical shear wave
velocities of soft sand, silt and clay as well for dense gravel were included according
to estimations from Lin et al. (2014).
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Figure 35. Estimated shear wave velocity profile for the Gainer Dam site based on
global array dispersion curve.

The match of the theoretical dispersion curve and the array representative
dispersion curve is shown in Figure 36 with a resulting shear wave velocity profile
presented in Figure 37.
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Figure 36. Array representative (solid blue circles) and theoretical dispersion curve
(empty red circles) for Gainer Dam. Phase velocity is in m/s and wavelength is in m.
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25
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Figure 37. Estimated shear wave velocity profile for the Gainer Dam site based on
array representative dispersion curve.
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The shear wave velocity profile based on the array representative dispersion
curve is more detailed than the other profile. The SPT-blow counts in Figure 28 show
an increase to a maximum value at about 15 m and then a drop in blow counts below
this layer. This trend is picked up more reasonable by the array approach although the
depths are not the same. The shear wave velocity profile based on the global approach
shows a steady increase in stiffness and no decrease in stiffness as predicted by the
SPT-blow count profile. Hence, for the rest of the study only the array representative
dispersion curve should be used for the analysis as it shows more accurate results.

4.2 Old Farmer’s Market, Providence, RI
Different tests have been conducted to estimate the geologic setting (Figure 38)
of the Old Farmer’s Market before. The upper 5 m consist of fill material, underlain by
a thick inorganic silt layer which is typical for the Providence area (Bradshaw et al.
2007).
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Figure 38. Geological setting of the Old Farmer’s Market site (Bradshaw et al. 2007).

The field test was conducted at the site of the old Farmer’s Market in
Providence, Rhode Island on October 16, 2015. The test site was overgrown by plants
and the ground was covered in most areas with gravel. A nearby elevated highway and
railroad tracks with considerable traffic created a lot of noise and sometimes triggered
the SASW system unexpectedly. The site location in shown in Figures 39 and 40. The
center geophone was placed across from the 7th pier of the elevated highway, which
can be seen in Figure 30. Both the 4.5Hz and 2 Hz geophones were used.
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Figure 39. Old Farmer’s Market site in Providence, RI with the highway piers marked.

Figure 40. Location of the 4.5 Hz geophone array (red line) and the 2 Hz array (blue
line) at the old Farmer’s Market site.
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The coordinates of the test site are 41.827073° North and 71.420966° West.
The linear array was aligned parallel to the fence at a distance of 2.2 meters. The
center geophone was placed in line with the 7th pier of the elevated highway. The first
geophone was kept in the same location while the second geophone and the source
was moved to test at different spacings. The test was conducted with spacings of 0.5
m, 1 m, 2 m, 3 m, 4 m, 5 m and 6 m with the 4.5 Hz geophones and 10 m, 20 m, 30 m
and 40 m with the 2 Hz geophones. 6 records were collected for every test. Tables 4
and 5 summarize the testing details for the tests performed with the 4.5 Hz and 2 Hz
geophones, respectively.
Table 4. Summary of testing details at the old Farmer’s Market site with the 4.5 Hz
geophones.
Test
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Spacing
(m)
0.5
0.5
1
1
2
3
3
4
4
4
5
5
6
6
6

Gain

Source

Plate type

Scale

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
1000
1000
1000
100
100
1000
100

S
B
S
S
B
B
B
B
S
S
S
B
B
S
DW

Rubber
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel

~70%
~50%
~50%
~47%
~75%
~80%
~80%
~35%
~40%
~85%
~65%

Note: 1. S=Small Sledgehammer
2. B=Big Sledgehammer
3. DW= Drop Weight
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Trigger
%
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
10
10
10
10
10
10

NDE File
NDE 135
NDE 136
NDE 137
NDE 138
NDE 139
NDE 140
NDE 141
NDE 142
NDE 143
NDE 144
NDE 145
NDE 146
NDE 147
NDE 148
NDE 149

Disp.
Curve
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No

Table 5. Summary of testing details at the old Farmer’s Market site with the 2 Hz
geophones.
Test
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Spacing
(m)
10
10
10
20
20
30
30
40

Gain

Source

Plate type

Scale

100
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

DW
DW
B
DW
B
B
DW
DW

Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel

~25%
~80%
~75%
~75%
~70%
~35%
~75%
~40%

Trigger
%
6
14
14
14
14
14
14
14

NDE File
NDE 150
NDE 151
NDE 152
NDE 153
NDE 154
NDE 155
NDE 156
NDE 157

Disp.
Curve
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No

Note: 1. S=Small Sledgehammer
2. B=Big Sledgehammer
3. DW= Drop Weight

4.2.2 Results of Farmer’s Market
The data was imported into the program WinTFS and windowed using the
exponential cut filter with a decay of 200. The files NDE 136, NDE 143, NDE 147,
NDE 149 and NDE 150 were excluded after reviewing.
After further review and masking in WinSASW, only NDE 138, NDE 139,
NDE 145, NDE 151 and NDE 152 were selected for the calculation of the composite
experimental dispersion curves (Figure 41 and 42) which was used subsequently to
determine a representative dispersion curve.
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Figure 41. Composite dispersion curve (phase velocity vs wavelength) for the old
Farmer’s Market site. Phase velocity is in m/s and wavelength is in m.

Figure 42. Composite dispersion curve (phase velocity vs frequency) for the old
Farmer’s Market site. Phase velocity is in m/s and frequency is in Hz.

Based on the representative curve (solid blue circles in Figure 43) the inversion
was performed using the representative array dispersion method with the 3D analysis.
The maximum investigation depth is approximately 7 m due to the maximum
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wavelength of 14 m of the representative dispersion curve. Figure 43 shows the match
between the representative dispersion curve and the theoretical dispersion
corresponding to the estimated shear speed profile as shown in Figure 44.

Figure 43. Representative (solid blue circles) and theoretical dispersion curve (empty
red circles) for the old Farmer’s Market site. Phase velocity is in m/s and wavelength
is in m.
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Figure 44. Estimated shear wave velocity profile for the old Farmer's Market site.

4.3 Middleton Building, URI Bay Campus
The geological setting of the URI Bay Campus is estimated by boring tests that
were conducted as part of construction of the Watkins building in 1975. The results of
these boring tests are attached in the Appendix. They show bedrock at a depth of about
3.5 to 6 m overlain by fine to medium sand, some silt and gravel.
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For this study, a number of SASW tests were performed in a grassy area
immediately east of the parking lot of the Middleton Laboratory building on the URI
Narragansett Bay Campus. Tests # 1 and #2 were performed with 4.5 Hz geophones at
spacings up to 6 m and Test #3 were performed with 2 Hz geophones at spacings up to
15 m. Test #1 was conducted on June 10, 2015, Test #2 on July 22, 2015 and Test #3
on August 14, 2015. The location of the arrays are shown in Figure 45. Spikes were
mounted on the bottom of the 4.5 Hz geophones to fix them better to the ground.

Figure 45. Location of SASW arrays at the Middleton Building site (Red Lines - 4.5
Hz geophones; Blue Line – 2 Hz geophones) (Google Maps).
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A 4 kg sledge hammer and a tamper with a 5.858 kg weight dropped from a
height of up to 57.5 cm were used (Figure 46). A steel plate covered with a rubber pad
were used as a striker plate on the ground.

(a.)
(b.)
Figure 46. Impact sources for the tests performed at the Middleton building: a.) Sledge
hammer; and b.) Tamper.

For these tests, the first geophone was kept at the same location while the
source and the second geophone were moved for each spacing. Details of the tests are
summarized in Tables 6-8 for the three arrays.

Table 6. Summary of testing details for Test #1 at the Middleton building site with the
4.5 Hz geophones.
Test

Spacing

Gain

Time/pt Source
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Plate type

NDE File

Disp. Curve

#
1
2
3
4
5
6

(m)
1
1
2
4
4
6

100
100
100
100 and 1000
1000
1000

(μs)
20
500
500
500
500
500

B
B
B
B
B
B

-

NDE 20
NDE 21
NDE 22
NDE 23
NDE 24
NDE 25

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Note: 1. B=Big Sledgehammer

Table 7. Summary of testing details for Test #2 at the Middleton building site with the
4.5 Hz geophones.
Test
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Spacing
(m)
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
3
3
4.5
4.5
6

Gain
10
10
100
100
10
100
100
100
1000
1000
100
1000

Time/pt
(μs)
100
100
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200

Source

Plate type

NDE File

Disp. Curve

B
B
T
T
B
B
T
T
T
T
T
T

Steel + Rubber
Steel + Rubber
Steel + Rubber
Steel + Rubber
Steel + Rubber
Steel + Rubber
-

NDE 29
NDE 30
NDE 31
NDE 32
NDE 33
NDE 34
NDE 35
NDE 36
NDE 37
NDE 38
NDE 39
NDE 40

-

Note: 1. B=Big Sledgehammer
2. T=Tamper

Table 8. Summary of testing details for Test #3 at the Middleton building site with the
2 Hz geophones.
Test
#
1
2

Spacing
(m)
5
5

Gain

Time/pt
(μs)
1000
500
1000
500

Source

Plate type

Scale

B
FS

Steel + Rubber
Steel + Rubber

-
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NDE
File
NDE 41
NDE 42

Disp.
Curve
Yes
No

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

5
5
7.5
7.5
10
10
12.5
12.5
15
15

100
100
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

Steel + Rubber
Steel + Rubber
Steel + Rubber
Steel + Rubber
Steel + Rubber
Steel + Rubber
Steel + Rubber
Steel + Rubber
Steel + Rubber
Steel + Rubber

~ 12%
~ 20%
~ 71%
~ 35%
~ 75%
~ 75%
~ 65%
~ 65%
~ 38%
~ 38%

NDE 43
NDE 44
NDE 45
NDE 46
NDE 47
NDE 48
NDE 49
NDE 50
NDE 51
NDE 52

No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No

Note: 1. B=Big Sledgehammer
2. FS=Foot Stamp

4.3.2 Results for Middleton Building Site
The variation of shear wave velocity vs. depth was estimated at this site using
data collected as part of Test #1 and #3 (described above) because these tests were
performed along the same line (Figure 45). The data was first processed in WinTFS to
determine which data should be used for the further analysis in WinSASW. Data files
NDE 42 and NDE 43 were eliminated from further processing because other files
contained better quality data for the same spacing.
Additional data files were eliminated from the determination of a dispersion
curve based on the various criteria described in section 3.3.2.1. In some cases, data
were removed simply because the resulting dispersion curve did not match the trends
of the rest of the data. Finally, only the following files were used for the composite
dispersion curve that formed the basis for the determination of a representative
dispersion curve: NDE 21, NDE 22, NDE 23, NDE 24, NDE 25, NDE 41, NDE 44
and NDE 46. The resulting composite dispersion curves (phase velocity vs frequency
and phase velocity vs wavelength) are shown in Figures 47 and 48.
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Figure 47. Composite dispersion curve (phase velocity vs wavelength) for the
Middleton building site. Phase velocity is in m/s and wavelength is in m.

Figure 48. Composite dispersion curve (phase velocity vs frequency) for the
Middleton building site. Phase velocity is in m/s and frequency is in Hz.

The representative dispersion curve was then used for the inversion. As can be
seen in Figure 40, the maximum wavelength captured is about 18m and therefore the
approximate maximum depth of investigation is 9 m (half the maximum wavelength).
The other parameters of the soil profile were set to the same values as suggested in
Section 3.3.2.3. The inversion was then conducted using the representative array
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dispersion curve (solid blue circles shown in Figure 49) and the more accurate 3D
analysis method.
The suggested soil profile was again adjusted following the previously
described criteria. The match of the theoretical and representative dispersion curves
and the final shear wave velocity estimated by the system for this site are shown in
Figures 49 and 50.

Figure 49. Representative (solid blue circles) and theoretical dispersion curve (empty
red circles) for the Middleton Building site. Phase velocity is in m/s and wavelength is
in m.
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Figure 50. Estimated shear wave velocity profile for the Middleton Building site.

4.4 Quonochontaug Beach, Weekapaug, RI
Quonochontaug Beach’s geological setting is outwash consisting of medium to
coarse sand and gravel, as well as layers of fine sand, silt or clay as stated by a
groundwater map from a geological survey which is attached in the Appendix. The
SASW test was conducted on Quonochontaug Beach in Weekapaug, Rhode Island on
October 3, 2015. The coordinates of the first Geophone are 41.332576° North and
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71.725850° West and the location is shown on Figures 51 and 52. Only the 4.5 Hz
geophones were used for this test.

Figure 51. Location of SASW test at Quonochontaug Beach; the marker shows the
location of the first geophone.
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Figure 52. Location of test at Quonochontaug Beach with a spacing up to 6m between
the geophones and the source.

The test was conducted parallel to the Sand Trail and Atlantic Ocean. The
distance to the fence (steel line) was 10 m. The first geophone was kept in place for
each spacing while both the source and the second geophone were moved. The test
was conducted for spacings of 0.5 m, 1 m, 2 m, 3 m, 4 m, 5 m and 6 m. 6 Records
were made for every test. Details of the test are summarized in Table 9; the time/pt
was always set to 200 s.
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Table 9. Summary of testing details for SASW test at Quonochontaug Bearch.
Test #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Spacing (m)
0.5
0.5
0.5
1
1
2
3
4
4
5
5
6
6

Gain
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
1000
1000
100
1000
100

Source
S
S
S
S
B
B
B
B
S
S
B
S
B

Plate type
Rubber
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel

NDE File
NDE 106
NDE 107
NDE 108
NDE 109
NDE 110
NDE 111
NDE 112
NDE 113
NDE 114
NDE 115
NDE 116
NDE 117
NDE 118

Disp. Curve
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No

Note: 1. S=Small Sledgehammer
2. B=Big Sledgehammer
4.4.1 Results for Quonochontaug Beach
Based on an evaluation of coherence in WinTFS, all the records were used for
the further analysis in WinSASW. After masking the records within WinSASW, the
following files were used to develop the composite experimental dispersion curve:
NDE 106, NDE 107, NDE 109, NDE 110, NDE 111, NDE 112, NDE 113 and NDE
114. The resulting composite dispersion curves are shown in Figures 53 and 54.
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Figure 53. Composite dispersion curve (phase velocity vs wavelength) for the
Quonochontaug Beach site. Phase velocity is in m/s and wavelength is in m.

Figure 54. Composite dispersion curve (phase velocity vs frequency) for the
Quonochontaug Beach site. Phase velocity is in m/s and frequency is in Hz.

The representative dispersion curve was then determined based on the
composite dispersion curves. The maximum wavelength of the dispersion curve was
about 9 m, and therefore the maximum reasonable depth for the inversion is
approximately 4.5 m. The other parameters of the soil profile were again set to the
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same values as suggested in section 3.3.2.3. The inversion was then conducted using
the representative array dispersion curve and the more accurate 3D analysis method.
The process was the same as described in the previous section.
The match of the theoretical and representative dispersion curves and the final
shear wave velocity of the inversion for this site are shown in Figures 55 and 56.

Figure 55. Representative (solid blue circles) and theoretical dispersion curve (empty
red circles) for the Quonochontaug Beach site. Phase velocity is in m/s and
wavelength is in m.
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Figure 56. Estimated shear wave velocity profile for the Quonochontaug Beach site.

4.5 Misquamicut Beach, Westerly, RI
The second Test on a Beach was conducted on the Misquamicut Beach in
Westerly, Rhode Island on October 3, 2015. The geologic setting consists of outwash
with medium to coarse sands and gravel and fine sands, silts and clays. The beach was
replenished in 2013 by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers following significant
erosion during Hurricane Sandy. The coordinates of the first Geophone are
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41.322667° North and 71.805001° West and the location can be seen in Figures 57
and 58. For this test only the 4.5 Hz geophones were used.

Figure 57. Test Location on Misquamicut Beach with the marker on the first
geophone.
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Figure 58. Location of the test (red line) with the marker on the first geophone.

The marker in Figures 57 and 58 is set at the point where the first Geophone
was located. It was about 13.1m away from the beginning of Entrance 4. The linear
array was set up parallel to the fence at a distance of 2.8m. The first Geophone was
kept on the same spot during the tests for different spacings and the source and the
second geophone were moved instead. The test was conducted for the spacings 0.5m,
1m, 2m, 3m, 4m, 5m, 6m and 7m. 6 Records were made for every test. In the
following Table 10 an overview for the different spacings, parameters and names of
the equivalent NDE data files is given. The time/pt was always set to 200 s.
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Table 10. Summary of testing details for SASW test at Misquamicut Beach.
Test
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Spacing
(m)
0.5
0.5
1
1
2
3
4
4
5
5
6
7
7
7

Gain

Source

Plate type

Scale

NDE File

Disp. Curve

100
10
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
1000

S
B
S
S
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
S

Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel
Rubber + Steel

~70%
~70%
~65%
~50%
~65%
~45%
~55%
-

NDE 119
NDE 120
NDE 121
NDE 122
NDE 123
NDE 124
NDE 125
NDE 126
NDE 127
NDE 128
NDE 129
NDE 130
NDE 131
NDE 132

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No

Note: 1. S=Small Sledgehammer
2. B=Big Sledgehammer

4.5.2 Results for Misquamicut Beach
As for the other beach site, no data were excluded during the processing in
WinTFS due to a high coherence in the lower frequency region. Therefore all
averaged records for each test were further used in WinSASW. Nevertheless, during
the masking procedure certain data files that did not match the desired criteria were
disregarded again. Hence only the files NDE 119, NDE 121, NDE 122, NDE 123 and
NDE 129 were included for the estimation of the composite dispersion curves which
are presented in Figures 59 and 60.
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Figure 59. Composite dispersion curve (phase velocity vs wavelength) for the
Misquamicut Beach site. Phase velocity is in m/s and wavelength is in m.

Figure 60. Composite dispersion curve (phase velocity vs frequency) for the
Misquamicut Beach site. Phase velocity is in m/s and frequency is in Hz.

The maximum wavelength is again about 9 m (similar to Quonochontaug
Beach) and therefore the setup of the layer thicknesses was chosen so that the total
depth did not exceed 4.5 m. The other parameters of the soil profile were set to the
normal starting values. The inversion was then conducted using the representative
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array dispersion curve and the more accurate 3D analysis method. The following
inversion process was the same as described in the previous sections.
The match of the theoretical and representative dispersion curves and the final
estimated shear wave velocity of the inversion for this site are shown in the following
two figures.

Figure 61. Representative (solid blue circles) and theoretical dispersion curve (red
empty circles) for the Misquamicut Beach site. Phase velocity is in m/s and
wavelength is in m.
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Figure 62. Estimated shear wave velocity profile for the Misquamicut Beach site.

In this chapter the testing procedures for all the tests conducted at different
chosen geotechnical sites were presented. In the following chapter the results from
these tests are analyzed, compared to previous tests and discussed.
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5 Analysis and Discussion
This chapter presents a discussion of the dispersion curves and shear wave
velocity profiles developed in the previous chapter. The results from the Gainer Dam,
old Farmer’s Market and the Middleton Building site are presented first. Dispersion
curves had been developed at both of these sites by other researchers using a MASW
system called the Amphibious Seismo-Acoustic Recording System (ASARS) designed
and built by Drs. James Miller and Gopu Potty of URI’s Ocean Engineering
department. This is followed by a comparison of the results from the two beach sites.
No other measurements have yet been performed at these sites.
5.1 Gainer Dam site
The dispersion curve with phase velocity vs frequency as well as the shear
wave velocity profile that were developed in this study are compared to the results of a
test that was conducted with the ASARS system (Reyes et al. 2016).
In Figure 63 the plot of the composite dispersion curve measured with the
ASARS system is shown for a frequency range of 25 Hz to 60 Hz as well as the curve
(representative) that was used for the further inversion. In the area of 40 to 60 Hz, the
dispersion curve varies in a range of about 100 to 220 m/s before it increases strongly
up to 30 Hz. Below 30 Hz, some data points follow this increasing trend whereas a
second curve decreases.
In Figure 64 the composite dispersion curve acquired with the Olson
Instruments system in this study is shown again. The curve covers a range of about 10
to 390 Hz. For the interval from 390 to about 120 Hz the dispersion curve ranges
around 100 m/s for the shear speed before the scattering increases over a span of about
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120 to 200 m/s down to 20 Hz. Below, some more scattered points are in the range of
220 to 280 m/s.
The two composite dispersion curves of the two different tests are slightly
different. Whereas the ASARS curve shows a strong increase in phase velocity below
40 Hz above 500 m/s, the curve of this study only slightly increases and stays under
300m/s. A similarity can be seen in the area of 40 to 60 Hz, as both systems measured
more scattered data points ranging from about 100 to 200 m/s.

Figure 63. Composite dispersion curve for the Gainer Dam site from the ASARS
system (Reyes et al. 2016).
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Figure 64. Composite dispersion curve of this study measured with the Olson
Instruments system. Phase velocity is in m/s and frequency is in Hz.

On the basis of these dispersion curves, the corresponding shear wave velocity
profiles were determined as shown in Figure 65. The inversion process for the profile
from the ASARS test was based on the dynamic stiffness matrix approach and a
generic algorithm from Potty et al. (2012) to iteratively find the best match to the
experimental dispersion curve with a resulting shear wave velocity profile shown in
Figure 65a. As can be seen, the shear wave velocity is about 400 to 500 m/s for the top
21 m over a softer layer with about 300 m/s for the next 9 m. At depths greater than 30
m, a strong increase of shear wave velocity was detected which was assumed to be
bedrock at this depth (Reyes et al. 2016).
The investigation depth of the test for this study did not exceed a depth of 25
m. In comparison to the ASARS system, the shear wave velocity in these top 25 m is
lower with speeds of about 100 m/s at the top, increasing with some outliners until a
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depth of 11 m to about 400 m/s. Below, the shear wave velocity drops into the area of
soft sand, silt and clay with values of 250 to 310 m/s down to the maximum
investigation depth of 25 m.
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Figure 65. Shear wave velocity profiles for the Gainer Dam site developed from test
with (a) ASARS system (Reyes et al. 2016) and (b) the Olson Instrument system in
this study.

The shear wave velocity profiles as well as the dispersion curves are different
for the two systems, although the basic trend is the same, without taking the depths
into consideration. The reason might be the different measurements for the frequency
range below 40 Hz which is related to the measurements of larger spacings.
Nevertheless, the lower shear wave velocity for the uppermost layers of the profile
developed with the Olson Instruments system seems more reasonable, whereas below
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5 m, the ASARS profile more reasonably matches the layers of the geologic setting
from the Gainer Dam (Figure 28). The ASARS inversion does not provide enough
resolution down to 5 m to estimate the thin layers near the top.
5.2 Old Farmer’s Market Site
The dispersion curve and shear wave velocity profile developed in section 4.2
were compared to a dispersion curve and a shear wave velocity profile developed
using the ASARS system (Potty, personal communication).
The dispersion curve developed with the ASARS system in Figure 66 shows
three different curves. One curve increases strongly to a phase velocity of about 900
m/s at a frequency of about 32 Hz. Another curve only varies around phase velocities
of about 50 to 150 m/s over the whole frequency range. The third curve lies between
the two other described curves, with its highest phase velocity of 400 m/s at a
frequency of about 20 Hz.
The dispersion curve developed in this study was shown in Figure 42 and is
repeated in Figure 67. For the frequency band from 125 to 80 Hz, the phase velocity is
about 100 m/s. In the range of 80 to 40 Hz the composite curve slightly increases and
varies around 120 to 200 m/s. For the lower frequency area, the trend of the curve
increases up to a phase velocity of about 400 m/s for a frequency of about 20 Hz.
Comparing the two dispersion curves from the different tests, there is a
reasonable match between the middle curve of the ASARS test and the dispersion
curve of the test for this study. The other two curves are probably different modes that
were measured by the ASARS system but not by the Olson Instruments system.
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Alternatively, these modes could have been masked out during the process in
WinSASW, as they belonged to parts in the frequency response phase that were not
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Figure 66. Dispersion curve obtained from the Old Farmer’s Market site in
Providence, RI using the URI ASARS system (Potty, personal communication).
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Figure 67. Dispersion Curve obtained from the Old Farmer's Market site in
Providence, RI using the Olson Instruments system. Phase velocity is in m/s and
frequency is in Hz.

In Figure 68a, the shear wave velocity profile developed with the ASARS
system is shown. It can be seen that the shear wave velocity starts at 70 m/s at the top
layer and increases to about 200 m/s at a depth of 2 m. Below the upper 2 m, it varies
in a range of 150 m/s to 200 m/s to a depth of 8 m where a jump to 250 m/s was
determined.
The shear wave velocity profile of the Old Farmer’s Market site that was
developed in this study was shown in Figure 4 and is repeated in Figure 68b. The top
layer has a shear wave velocity of about 93 m/s and increases to 220 m/s at 0.5 m.
Below, to a depth of 3.5 m, this value of shear speed does not change with an
underlain sharp increase to 580 m/s at about 4 m depth. Below about 5.5 m the profile
shows a softer layer of about 500 m/s until the maximum investigation depth of 7 m is
reached.
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Figure 68. Shear wave velocity profile for the old Farmer's Market site developed with
a) ASARS system (Potty, personal communication) and b) Olson Instruments system
in this study.

In comparison both profiles show a soft layer at the top and an increase to
about 200 m/s up to a depth of 4 m. Below this depth, the profiles are different as the
ASARS one slightly decreases in stiffness whereas the profile obtained with the Olson
Instruments system has a sharp increase in stiffness. This jump is not reasonable as in
these depths fill and silt is expected (Bradshaw et al. 2007) which makes the profile
developed with the ASARS system more accurate.
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5.3 Middleton Building Site
The dispersion curve developed for the Middleton building site (see section
4.3.1) was compared to a dispersion curve presented by Greene (2011) that was
developed using ASARS. No shear wave velocity profiles were presented by Greene
(2011).
The dispersion curve developed by Greene (2011) is shown as plots of phase
velocity vs. wavelength and phase velocity vs. frequency in Figure 69. There is a clear
trend of increasing phase velocity values for higher wavelengths while the variability
of the data points is reasonably low. On the other hand, Figure 69b shows large
amounts of scatter in the data when plotted as phase velocity vs. frequency.
Figure 70 shows the dispersion curves from this study. A comparison of the
plot of phase velocity vs. wavelength with Figure 69a clearly shows that the trend of
both curves is the same, although the numerical values are slightly different. For
Greene’s dispersion curve, the values for a wavelength of 10 m are about 500 to 550
m/s whereas the curve of the test performed for this thesis is lower with values of
about 400 to 450 m/s. There is no clear agreement between the plots of the phase
velocity vs. frequency.
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(a.)
(b.)
Figure 69. Dispersion curves for the Middleton building site from Greene (2011): a.)
phase velocity vs. wavelength; and b.) phase velocity vs. frequency.

(b.)
(b.)
Figure 70. Dispersion curves for the Middleton building site generated from this study:
a.) phase velocity vs. wavelength; and b.) phase velocity vs. frequency. Phase velocity
is in m/s, wavelength is in m and frequency is in Hz.

The estimated shear wave velocity for this site was shown in Figure 50 and is
repeated in Figure 71. The velocities in the upper layer seem not reasonable as they
might be only slightly higher than the underlain layer due to grass or a typical
consolidation of the most upper layer by human traffic. From about 1 to 2 m, a stiffer
layer was detected that is enhanced by two softer layers. From 4 to 7 m, the shear
wave velocity highly increases up to 800 m/s which might be due to the presence of
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bedrock (shear wave velocity of top 30 m of subsurface profile (Vs30) for rock is about
760 m/s to 1500 m/s; Wair et al. 2012) at these depths. However, the decrease at a
depth higher than 7 m should be viewed critically as the trend of the stiffness normally
increases and bedrock is assumed also in the deeper layers.
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Figure 71. Shear wave velocity profile of the Middleton Building site acquired with
the Olson Instruments System.
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5.4 Comparison of Beach Sites
For the beach sites, no other shear wave velocity data have been collected;
therefore, these two sites are only compared with each other. Figure 72 shows both
shear wave velocity profiles.
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Figure 72. Shear wave velocity profiles from: a.) Quonochontaug Beach; and b.)
Misquamicut Beach.

The profile for Quonochontaug Beach shows a loose surficial layer of with
shear wave velocity of about 100 m/s for the upper 90 cm and then an increase to
about 170 m/s up to a depth of 2.2m. Below this depth, the velocity varies only
slightly at around 220 m/s up to the final investigation depth of 5m.
The profile for Misquamicut Beach shows a similar shear wave velocity profile
with depth, with a slightly lower velocity in the uppermost layers. The shear wave
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velocity at Misquamicut Beach does increase significantly at a depth of 4 m to about
270 m/s. This increase is interesting, but must be viewed critically as it is based on
only two data points of the dispersion curve that are at higher wavelengths for this site
(Figure 61). However, these two points follow the general trend of the dispersion
curve.
Quonochontaug Beach is a natural sand beach whereas the sand on
Misquamicut Beach was replenished in 2013 by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
following significant erosion during Hurricane Sandy. It is hypothesized that the
increase in velocity at a depth of 4 m is the erosional boundary between newly placed
sand and the existing beach. Clearly more work is needed to be performed at these
sites to evaluate this hypothesis.
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6. Conclusion
The primary objective of this thesis was to learn how to perform SASW testing
with a commercial system and to compare the resulting dispersion curves and shear
wave velocity profile to those obtained using the ASARS system developed at URI at
several sites. The data from the ASARS system was collected previous to this study
(Greene 2011; Reyes 2016) and was analyzed by Dr. Gopu Potty of URI. The SASW
system used was manufactured by Olson Instruments, Inc., and consisted of two pairs
of geophones (2Hz and 4.5Hz), a data acquisition system (NDE 360 platform), and
software for filtering and masking the data and developing the dispersion curves
(WinTFS) and performing the inversions (WinSASW). The sites tested for this part of
the study included the Gainer Dam in Scituate, RI, the old Farmer’s Market in
Providence, RI; and adjacent to the Middleton Laboratory building on URI’s
Narragansett Bay Campus. At each site, different source-to-geophone differences were
tested ranging from 0.5 to 40 m. The 4.5 Hz were used for the smaller spacings and
the 2 Hz geophones were used primarily for the larger spacings. Three sources were
used depending on the receiver spacing: a 1kg and a 4 kg sledge hammer and a 50 kg
weight dropped from a height of up to 1.5 m used a tripod/pulley system.
There was not good agreement between the shear wave velocity profiles using
the SASW system and the ASARS system at the Gainer Dam site. Specifically, the
velocities obtained by the SASW system ranged from 100 to 300 m/s in the upper
20m, which were approximately 200 m/s lower that the velocities at comparable
depths obtained with the ASARS system. The values from the ASARS system appear
to be high when compared with published relationships for dense sands and gravels. In
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addition, the depth of predicted shear wave velocities was only 20 m, while shear
wave velocities were estimated to a depth of almost 40 m with the ASARS system.
The Old Farmer’s Market site consisted of approximately 5 m of urban fill
overlying saturated inorganic silt. The dispersion curve obtained with the ASARS
systems suggested several modes, whereas the dispersion curve from the SASW
system showed only one mode. The velocities for the SASW system were higher than
those from the ASARS system and exhibited a sharp increase in velocity below 4 m. It
is not clear if the data obtained with the SASW system at this site is reasonable, and
there may have been issues during data collection (e.g. poor coupling between the
ground and the geophones) that affected the results. There are published shear wave
velocities for the silts at this site that were obtained using a seismic CPT (Bradshaw et
al. 2012), however the SASW system did not produce usable results at these depths.
For the Middleton Building site, only the dispersion curves were compared
between the SASW and ASARS systems (Greene 2011). There was reasonable
agreement between the dispersion curves in terms of wavelength vs. phase velocity,
however there was significant scatter in the frequency-phase velocity relationship
obtained with the ASARS system; the cause of this scatter is unclear. The dispersion
curve obtained from the SASW system was used to estimate the shear wave velocity
profile, and the results suggest that a high velocity layer (possibly bedrock) may be
present at a depth of 5 m. This could be verified by performing geotechnical borings at
the site.
From a comparison of all the results at the Gainer Dam, Old Farmer’s Market,
and Middleton Building sites, it appears that the Olson Instruments, Inc. SASW
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system was better able to estimate the shear wave velocity at depths less than 6 m than
at deeper depths. There are two possibilities that might have influenced the results for
deeper soil investigations in a negative manner. The first possibility is the use of
different geophones for spacings larger than 6 m. The 2 Hz geophones, unlike the 4.5
Hz geophones, did not have spikes attached for better coupling with the ground. This
may have affected the accurate measurement of surface waves, particularly for the Old
Farmer’s Market site that wave covered with gravel and brush. The second possibility
relates to the NDE 360 platform. The highest sampling rate that could be chosen was
500 μs, which determines that the frequency span that is recorded is about 1 kHz. For
larger geophone spacings, the frequency band of interest is significantly lower (for
example up to 62.5 Hz for a spacing of 8 m). The data points that are saved per record
are limited. If a frequency spectrum of 1 kHz is recorded for a large spacing, most of
the acquired data points do not contain usable information and are masked out so that
in total less data points can be utilized for the calculation of the individual dispersion
curve for these spacings.
The second objective of this study was to collect shear wave velocity data at
two different beach sites. This was done to begin collecting data at coastal sites in
Rhode Island where erosion is significant and also at locations where there is a history
of beach replenishment. Quonochontaug Beach was chosen as a natural site and
SASW results were compared to those collected from Misquamicut Beach, which was
replenished following Superstorm Sandy in 2013. The estimated shear wave velocity
profiles for these sites showed only slight differences. At Misquamicut Beach, there
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was a sharp increase at a depth of about 4 m, and it is possible that this could be the
depth where the natural layers of soil at this certain site are located.

6.1 Recommendations for Future Research
There were clearly many challenges in obtaining reasonable data in this study
using the Olson Instruments, Inc. SASW system. Future improvements should include
better coupling of the 2 Hz geophones with the ground, and encouraging Olson
Instruments, Inc. to remove the limitations on the sampling rate. If it is not possible to
acquire more reliable data with the current SASW system, future tests should be
performed with a MASW system.

A MASW system potentially has several

advantages because the setup does not need to be changed and more measurements for
different spacings are obtained for the same impact, as more receivers are available.
The testing for the different beach sites has shown conspicuities in the shear
wave velocity profiles that should be confirmed by other tests and if applicable
investigated further to estimate if a relation between stiffness properties and erosion
exists at susceptible sites.
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